




Dardy and husband Sean aerating the West 
Tisbury School fields



























On October 21, 2020, Globe Newswire reported that the turf industry expects earnings to top 
4.2 billion by 2027. Image from the Synthetic Turf Council’s 2020 report announcement. 



Industry playbook for bringing a plastic field to a 
community

✔ Emphasize neglected grass field issues without problem-solving

✔ Inflate field usage

✔ Downplay grass field resilience + inflate plastic field capability  

✔ Inflate grass field costs + downplay plastic fields costs

✔ Inflate use of nitrogen, herbicide, pesticide, and irrigation for grass

✔ Hire industry consultants who cast doubt on the science

✔ Offset installation costs so first field becomes “free” 





Will the probable benefit from the proposed 
development exceed the probable detriment as 

evaluated pursuant to section fifteen? 



General concerns 

● Master planning
● Incremental development
● Funding
● Long term costs
● Potential lawsuits
● Traffic
● Light pollution
● 4.26 acres of additional impervious 

surfaces

“...Based upon the foregoing, 
knowingly installing a 
product that is intended for 
long term, regular use by 
minors, that sits atop a Zone 
II Wellhead Protection Area, 
and is likely to contain PFAS 
would be beyond 
irresponsible.” 
      James L. Ferraro, Jr. Esq. 

            Letter to the MVC



(a) development at the proposed location is 
or is not essential or especially appropriate 
in view of the available alternatives on the 

island of Martha's Vineyard



Usage numbers not accurate

“As a top level soccer player, college coach and college level referee I have 
experienced natural grass and artificial turf in various conditions for more than 
fifty years. For more than ten years I was a full time referee, and in that capacity I 
officiated on college fields in every state in New England and virtually all the high 
school and town fields in the greater Boston area... the figures the administration 
submitted misrepresent the actual amount of usage…” 

–Richard Bennett, March 4, 2020

“I maintain that the data the school has submitted for this project is significantly 
inflated, and suggests a concerted effort on the their part to over emphasize the 
need for an artificial surface while diminishing or ignoring the potential for a 
natural grass alternative.” 

–Richard Bennett, January 14, 2021



   A Spring soil sample headed to the lab. 



Concerned Local Organizations

Vineyard Conservation Society
Island Grown Initiative
ACE MV
MA Audubon Felix Neck
MV Shellfish Group
Plastic Free MV
WT Conservation Commission
Chilmark Energy Committee

WT Congregational Church Council
Fire Emergency Coalition
Tisbury Waterways
We Stand Together/Estamos Todos Juntos
MV Environmental Educators Alliance
Mill Brook Watershed
WT Energy Committee



Grass and its mycorrhizal fungi are powerful 
carbon sinks...just ask Yale University:

“In research published in Nature in January, scientists from the University of 
Texas at Austin, the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, and Boston 
University assessed the carbon and nitrogen cycles under different 
mycorrhizal regimens and found that plants linked with fruiting, or 
mushroom-type, fungi stored 70 percent more carbon per unit of nitrogen in 
soil.” 

–Yale Environment 360, Yale University

https://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nature12901.html&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1612385972880000&usg=AOvVaw0HAYBdj783AhWXJYrP0FjL


(b) development in the manner proposed will have 
a more favorable or adverse impact on the 
environment in comparison to alternative 

manners of development;



Plastic Fields Contribute to Climate Change 
in Every Phase of Their Life Cycle

























A simple look at how carbon sequestration works:

Grass fields naturally sequester excess carbon



c) the proposed development will favorably or 
adversely affect other persons and property, and 

if so, whether, because of circumstances 
peculiar to the location, the effect is likely to be 

greater than is ordinarily associated with the 
development of the types proposed









“PFAS chemicals have been identified in synthetic turf, 
according to lab tests performed on several samples of the 
artificial grass that were shared with The Intercept. The 
presence of the chemicals, members of a class that has been 
associated with multiple health problems, including cancer, 
adds to growing concerns about the grass replacement that 
covers many thousands of acres in parks, schools, 
professional sports stadiums, and practice fields around the 
U.S.” 

–Sharon Lerner, The Intercept



Chemical disclosure is not required

● Plastic fields are not regulated by any federal agency as children products

● The plastic field industry is not required to disclose all ingredients in product 
labels, brochures, material data safety sheets

● The following organizations have all admitted that plastic fields cannot be 
described as safe:
○ Environmental Protection Agency
○ Consumer Product Safety Commission
○ UMass Lowell’s Toxics Use Reduction Institute
○ Mount Sinai’s Children’s Environmental Health Center
○ Environmental and Human Health, Inc. 



“Quinnipiac University made a pitch to 
replace the cork infill in its already 
synthetic playing field with a 
rubberized product… Sal Filardi, 
Quinnipiac University’s vice president 
for facilities and capital planning, said 
installing the rubber product would 
solve an ongoing problem of the 
current cork fill freezing on the field. 

Since the cork was installed two 
years ago, teams have missed at 
least 25 days of practice, Filadi 
reported. One championship game 
was put in jeopardy when the field did 
not un-freeze from a cold night by 
afternoon game time.” 











Guilford High Field Fails After One Year
“It all must go. After nearly a year of investigations into the failure of the 
fairly new artificial turf field at Guilford High School (GHS), town officials 
recently announced an agreement has been reached among all involved 
parties and the entire field will have to be taken up and rebuilt. The $1.1 
million artificial turf field opened for play more than a year ago, following 
an intense and protracted debate in town about health and safety issues 
associated with artificial turf...

In August, First Selectman Matt Hoey said investigations show that 
extreme temperatures and drainage issues caused the issue and that the 
failures were spread out across multiple components of the field. 
However, in October all parties had not yet come to an agreement on a fix 
for the field, so the town moved to pre-litigation mediation to try to find a 
solution and avoid going to court.”







“In regards to field disinfecting procedures, Tencate Grass/Greenfields USA 
recommends the use of an in-situ application of mPact mPerial disinfectant. 
The chemical can be sprayed across our surfaces using any approved vehicle 
(read: Gator or UTV featuring low ground pressure “turf” tires). I personally 
recommend the use of a Laymor which can apply the disinfectant while 
performing a professional level grooming to a field. However, this is a 
technique which must be performed by a professional turf installer and the 
Laymor can cause damage if used by improperly trained personnel.”
 

-Colin Veditz, Installations Quality Control 
Manager/Project Manager, Tencate Grass America

June 12, 2020 Email from Tencate Regarding 
Disinfection: 











“FieldTurf has also produced FieldTurf FR, 
an exciting new flame-retardant artificial 
grass fiber. Not just an improvement to 
existing technologies, it is in a whole new 
class of its own. The fire-retardant fiber is 
built with a special formula - and no heavy 
metals.  Yet it is designed to be the very 
highest performing fiber in the marketplace 
today.”











“The data supports the anecdotes you’ll hear from me and other players: artificial turf is 
significantly harder on the body than grass. Based on NFL injury data collected from 
2012 to 2018, not only was the contact injury rate for lower extremities higher during 
practices and games held on artificial turf, NFL players consistently experienced a much 
higher rate of non-contact lower extremity injuries on turf compared to natural surfaces. 
Specifically, players have a 28% higher rate of non-contact lower extremity injuries when 
playing on artificial turf. Of those non-contact injuries, players have a 32% higher rate of 
non-contact knee injuries on turf and a staggering 69% higher rate of non-contact 
foot/ankle injuries on turf compared to grass.”



(e) the proposed development will favorably or 
adversely affect the provision of municipal 

services and the burden on taxpayers in making 
provision there for;



● The Superintendent has repeatedly promised the 
public that the installation will be privately 
funded.

● Is there a financial guarantee? If so, what is it? 
● Does it include both Phase I and Phase II? 
● Are there conditions attached to the donation? 
● Is the donation subject to contingencies? 
● What is the total amount? 

Terms of the donation should be transparent.



“Main reason: taxpayers have been getting hoodwinked 
by bogus analysis into thinking artificial turf fields are 
cheaper than natural grass.

But the reality is that non-partisan studies have shown 
the exact opposite – natural grass fields are a bargain 
compared to artificial turf due to the huge costs 
taxpayers get stuck with to maintain and replace 
artificial fields after their warranties expire...Another 
way proponents of artificial turf skew the math in their 
favor is by saying many more events will be held on the 
field once artificial turf is installed, thereby lowering “the 
cost per event” on the field relative to natural grass.”

“Why are some municipalities still spending big bucks to install 
artificial turf fields?”  – Forbes

https://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.redhenturf.com/pdfs/TheTruthAboutArtificialTurf.pdf&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1612385983994000&usg=AOvVaw2Czq01OFvBxrnsJce6Dq52
https://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.fieldturf.com/en/artificial-turf/artificial-turf-news/schools-cash-in-on-turf&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1612385984150000&usg=AOvVaw1j8Nn78U1qMHFqY0h4Af28


“After installation it is 
essential to maintain the 
playing surface so that it 
retains its high level of 
performance.

Our synthetic turf experts have 
developed an extensive 
programme which outlines the 
requirements for both daily 
and long term maintenance, 
ensuring maximum playability 
and continuous comfort and 
safety.”



https://www.google.com/url?q=https://docs.google.com/file/d/1r5P2lRONc2qrBzKK1DFN_qzmYy1rjmfT/preview&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1612385984440000&usg=AOvVaw35Jdcup6aViBvrWOTWDX9u


Phase One will leave the MVRHS:

● Down a girls’ softball field and in violation of Title IX which requires equal funding for 
men’s and women’s sports

● A void where part of the current game field sits
● A failing old track
● A plan to clear cut mature trees in a forested corridor connecting critical habitats, in 

order to accommodate future fields

Is there a commitment to secure funds for Phase 2 prior to the start of Phase 1 construction? 

Master Planning Is Crucial



(g) the proposed development will aid or 
interfere with the ability of the municipality to 

achieve the objectives set forth in the municipal 
general plan; and



From the Town of Oak Bluffs Master Plan:

The MVC prepared an inventory of maps and regulations for the area and 
recommended that further phases evaluate at least three issues:

● Quantify the existing water and sewer usage and the potential demand 
for these public services,

● Examine improving safe circulation of pedestrians, cyclists, transit users 
and motorists in acknowledgment that this is a primary transportation 
corridor for Martha’s Vineyard,

● Evaluate the fiscal implications of expanded or improved public 
infrastructure and effects on the study area’s tax base.



(h) the proposed development will further 
contravene land development objectives and 

policies developed by regional or state agencies





● Increased annual average temperature
○ 2.4–5.2°F by 2050
○ 3.0–9.1°F by 2100 

● Heat stress
● Increased risk of wildfire
● Intense and frequent storm events on the Vineyard
● Hurricanes will produce heavier rain
● Increased stormwater runoff and inland flooding
● Damage to the natural and built environment

MVC Climate Action Task Force predictions:



“Thursday’s severe weather caused 
some major damage in East Haven, 
ramming right through construction on 
the high school’s new turf football and 
track field. East Haven High School 
Athletic Director Anthony Verderame was 
shocked to see the extensive damage 
done to the field from what he calls a 
tornado. Sheets of turfgrass, equipment, 
bleachers and more sprawled all over the 
field-to-be since Thursday evening...”



Plastic field with “natural” infill
Somerset Elementary School
Maryland
July 19, 2019

Air temperature 95 degrees
Corkonut field 137 degrees





Plastic field with “natural” infill
Flora Singer Elementary School

Maryland
June 28, 2019

Air temperature 91 degrees
Corkonut field 154 degrees



Duffy used a bathtub model to show what the 
carbon situation looked like. While there was 
no stopping the warming trend now that it’s 
passed the point it has, he said, the global 
community can take efforts not to 
exacerbate it, and essentially shut off the tub 
spigot. The global community can also make 
efforts to remove carbon, and essentially 
drain the tub, he said. 

“Really drastic reductions in emissions,” he 
said, starting immediately, would lead to 
negative emissions by about 2050; however, 
the only truly viable technology on the table 
presently to remove carbon was land 
management, specifically of forests, 
wetlands, and agriculture.





Helping Fields Helps Everything: 
Our Athletes And Our Increasingly Stressed Environment

● A decompacted field not only supports a healthy root system, it also supports the athletes, 

offering a more shock absorbent surface. 

● A healthy root system and improved soil microbiology not only supports high use fields and 

requires less fertilizer, they also enable fields to serve as a carbon sink. Fields are a climate 

mitigation tool! 

● A 1% increase in the soil’s organic content enables a field to hold another 20,000 gallons of 

water per acre. A field becomes a natural sieve for runoff 

and requires even less water.



MVC Island Plan

Community Character: “...The Vineyard needs to more actively preserve its distinct character and 
promote environmentally sound building...”

Green Building: “...Increase the efficiency with which our buildings use resources — energy, water, and 
materials — while reducing building impacts on human health and the environment…”

Recreation in Nature: “...Access to and enjoyment of natural areas provides community benefits beyond 
those to the individual; access to nature inspires the culture of stewardship that is integral to the Island 
Plan…”

Natural Character: “The Vineyard’s overall character is defined largely by its natural environment...” 

Solid Waste: “...The emphasis needs to be both on controlling and influencing what we generate as 
waste and on how we are maximizing potentials for reuse...”










